Media coverage of the reports did little to inform the debate. There were, above all, few attempts to distinguish one individual's unacceptable conduct, however extreme, from the long-established use of tissues removed at surgery and autopsy for the benefit of medical science.
It was a tempest waiting to erupt... At its core was the widespread but erroneous assumption that the merits of organ retention were so selfevident that they did not require explanation This was not an occasion when the broadsheet newspapers performed more responsibly than the tabloids. Seven pages of reportage in The Independent, for example, began with the headline "Basement of horrors" and a large colour photograph of the "grim and grubby" room containing remains at Alder Hey hospital. There followed a description of "grisly secrets" and of doctors throughout Britain "raiding the dead". Barely 200 words were allocated to the importance for research and clinical practice of studies on human tissues and organs.
The Guardian produced a wholepage piece on "The growth of the gruesome stockpile". But within the text was a huge manikin showing blood-engorged organs, accompanied by perfunctory notes on "what organs and tissues are used for". The mixed motives behind these two juxtaposed elements -to enrage readers and at the same time to explain the positive benefits of research -will have left many confused.
By contrast the London Evening Standard struck a surprising balance. Indeed, its news story on "the full horror of the Alder Hey hospital scandal" was dwarfed in column inches by an extensive account from science editor Geraint Smith of the advances in surgery, diagnosis and treatment that have come from work on the heart, thymus, brain and other organs.
Even The Mirror, despite the garishness of its front page, included pieces by Tony Risdon of Great Ormond Street Hospital, London, and Sir Barry Jackson, president of the Royal College of Surgeons. Unfortunately, their crucial important points -for example, that variant CJD would never have been discovered without post-mortems on retained brains -were eclipsed by the surrounding tone of 'BLOODY BARBARISM' and 'SHAMEFUL PLUNDER'.
In some quarters, the outrage was so intense that journalists and commentators failed to explain precisely what they were outraged about. BBC Television's Newsnight, for example, transmitted an emotional live discussion before, not after, a filmed item from Susan Watts describing the procedures involved and the purpose for which the tissues are used. If the programme had commenced with her report, instead of using it as a tailpiece, the studio debate would have been considerably better informed and more illuminating.
Throughout the media frenzy, many clinicians and medical scientists were no doubt dismayed 
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to discover that there was widespread ignorance about organ removal. "I didn't previously know that, when you go into hospital to have your appendix out, they can keep it for as long as they like," said a furious Jeremy Paxman on Newsnight.
Some health professionals were probably incredulous too when parents began asking laboratories to return childrens' tissues, already embedded in paraffin wax for sectioning, so that they could give them a religious burial. Others doubtless felt it perfectly obvious that the word 'tissue', used to describe necropsy procedures and to gain consent from lay people, could mean 'organ'. They were wrong. Some professionals would have been further dismayed when the Alder Hey affair precipitated a drop in the supply of organs for transplantation, as accident victims' relatives began to decline permission for their use. They may have been shocked to see how quickly the pathos on the breakfast television programme, GMTV, over one couple, whose child's tissues were allegedly removed without proper consent, was replaced by pathos over another couple whose child urgently required transplantation of a new liver. And they will have been frustrated to see how difficult it was for transplantation authorities to explain, amid the new crisis, the clear distinction between organ retention for research and organ donation for transplantation.
Yet these were the realities of the situation. In addition to the undoubted impropriety at Alder Hey, custom and practice in some other centres clearly left much to be desired. But this was not a nationwide scandal. It was a tempest waiting to erupt, based not on iniquity but on thoughtlessness. At its core was the widespread but erroneous assumption that the merits of organ retention were so selfevident that they did not require discussion or explanation. This was the longstanding failure which in January suddenly threatened to jeopardise many aspects of medical research and health care.
The place where newspapers did show sober concern for these matters was in their editorials. "Most major hospitals have collected body parts, some on a large scale, and over many years," the Daily Telegraph. "Hospitals and universities abroad do the same. And they do so in the main not out of ghoulish curiosity, but because collections of this sort play an important role in medical research. Over the years, however, first slackness, then arrogance and even deception were allowed to creep into the system, both in the way information was given and permission gained."
The Times (the only newspaper not to lead with the story on page 1) focused its main criticism on the "hysterical and overwrought language" used by health secretary Alan Milburn. By describing details in the Alder Hey report as 'grotesque' even before it was published, he had ensured that the atmosphere was as highly charged as possible.
"Parents terrified by overblown political rhetoric into thinking their childrens' organs may still be stripped and used for unknown purposes would be forgiven for continuing to opt out of the consent process," the Times concluded. "Science, and children now alive, will be the losers."
The tabloids too made positive points in their editorials. "The medical profession needs human organs for research. It would be foolish to pretend otherwise," the Daily Express insisted. "Even after the awfulness of yesterday's revelations, there should be no doubt of the continuing need for experiments on human organs, so long as they are removed with full, informed agreement and so long as they are treated with the dignity they deserve," said the Daily Mail.
Unfortunately editorials are little read. So these comments will have been far less influential than the garish news stories, photographs and banner headlines that accompanied them.
